
Introducing 
the new 
Sonim RS60
Work. Communicate. Scan. 
All from one device.
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The portable handheld size and ability to scan 
worn tags in any lighting condition makes 
the RS60 a top choice for warehouse 
and manufacturing work, as well as the 
transportation and logistics industry. 

The RS60 is built to withstand the tough 
working conditions that public safety and 
field workers face on a daily basis. The 
durable design is waterproof, dustproof and 
chemical resistant, making it easy to clean and 
disinfect. 

In addition, first responders and anyone 
working in the elements will appreciate the 
RS60’s glove-friendly touchscreen made with 
Gorilla Glass 3, plus an anti-fingerprint coating 
that remains precise and responsive, even with 
wet fingers.

High-
performance 
durability in 
a portable 
package.
The RS60 SmartScanner brings all the 
power and efficiency of a fully-rugged 
Sonim device with the added benefit 
of a large 6” sunlight readable display. 
With the addition of a powerful built-
in barcode scanner, it’s an essential 
productivity tool for anyone that needs 
the features of both a phone and a 
scanner in one device.
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The RS60 is ready 
to serve.
No matter what industry you work in, when it comes to 
computing, communicating, scanning and collaborating 
in challenging environments, the Sonim RS60 
SmartScanner offers the ultimate all-in-one solution. 

Features 
1  High-capacity multi-shift battery provides more  

than enough battery power to get through the day. It’s also 
user-replaceable, so you can easily swap it out if needed.    

2  Sunlight readable FHD 6” display features Gorilla 
Glass 3 and anti-fingerprint coating lets you stay 
productive in harsh lighting conditions.

3  Integrated barcode scanner features an enterprise 
class scan engine capable of fast and reliable scanning 
that can also read worn tags with ease and perform in 
low-light conditions.

4  SonimWare software increases productivity and 
efficiency with our propriety set of software tools, 
applications and utilities designed specifically around 
your needs.  

5  4G LTE connectivity provides a robust high-bandwidth 
cellular connection for reliable communication. 

6  Front facing loud-speaker ensures users will be able to 
hear alerts and communicate clearly in noisy environments. 

7  Highly-responsive touchscreen that’s glove-friendly 
and wet-finger friendly so you can work comfortably in cold 
or wet conditions.

8  Support for Push-to-Talk applications allow for instant 
communication, while customizable physical buttons let 
you tailor the RS60 to your workflow.

9  2-year comprehensive warranty for peace of mind 
should anything happen to your device.
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